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Abstract

Structural changes and increasing market dynamics in the healthcare sector intensify the health providers’ need for cost-savings and process optimisation. To address actual drawbacks the adoption of eHealth is currently seen as opportunity to improve not only effectiveness and efficiency but also quality of health services. Data quality aspects will therefore gain in importance. As the actual use of the data is outside of the systems designers’ control and in contrast to empirical- and practitioner-based research approaches it is the goal of this contribution to present a first design-oriented approach that helps systems designers to understand the reality of the different stakeholders of healthcare. For this purpose a conceptual model with 44 design elements is presented. For the analysis of the domain two different perspectives are identified. An inter-organisational view defines all elements needed to depict the boundaries of healthcare organisations in order to enable exchange, sharing and integration of data, while the intra-organisational view helps to analyse the inner organisational reality. As not only technical but mainly inter- and intra-organisational issues are actually restricting data exchange, the proposed conceptual model provides a holistic framework for the improvement of data quality which is the prerequisite of high quality health services.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In basically all industrialized countries the healthcare sector has registered unsatisfactory performance in both costs and quality over many years (Porter & Olmsted Teisberg 2004). The fact that healthcare differs in structure from most other industries is attributable to the high level of regulation, the high proportion of governmental investment, the associated low pressure in respect of effectiveness and efficiency of state-subsidised health providers and the lack of orientation towards patient benefits (Mettler et al. 2007). As a consequence of that, the healthcare sector shows a relatively underdeveloped information system structure (Herzlinger 2006, O’Riain & Helfert 2005, Parente 2000).

Nevertheless, since the emergence of eHealth many efforts have been made to eliminate the actual drawbacks. Thus, the adoption of information and communication technology in healthcare is currently seen as opportunity to improve not only effectiveness and efficiency but also quality of health services. As stated by the World Health Organization (2005) cost-savings are expected by reducing redundancy and duplication of examinations and enabling economies of scale. As data quality currently suffers from a fragmented patient process with a high number of heterogeneous health information systems (HIS), the improvement of the actual situation is not an easy task. In the United States, approximately 98,000 people die because of medical malpractice during hospitalisation (Institute of Medicine 2000). Studies in England and Australia revealed that between 12% and 16% of all inpatients are exposed to an “adverse event” (Stoellger 2005). Poor data quality is believed to be one of the origins for this condition. Thus, focussing on data quality will certainly gain in importance when implementing eHealth.

Due to the fact that the term and concept of eHealth is quite new there is, however, a significant variability in the scope and focus of existing definitions. “In terms of its functional scope, most definitions conceptualize eHealth as a broad range of medical informatics applications for facilitating the management and delivery of healthcare. Purported applications include dissemination of health-related information, storage and exchange of clinical data, inter-professional communication, computer-based support, patient-provider interaction and service delivery, education, health service management, health communities, and telemedicine, among others” (Pagliari et al. 2005).

In the majority of cases eHealth-projects not only focus on the advancement of a single healthcare organisation but on the improvement of parts or complete healthcare networks composed of a multiplicity of different stakeholders such as customers, governmental authorities, suppliers and sometimes even competitors. This makes high demands on the development of HIS. As the quality of data generated by such information systems first and foremost depends on its design, it is crucial for system designers to understand the perceived reality of the different stakeholders in healthcare in order to be able to address all information consumers’ needs (O’Riain and Helfert 2005).

For this purpose, the conceptual foundations of data quality are first discussed in section 2. Section 3 and 4 provide an overview of the used research methodology, and the results gained from the construction process. Finally in the fifth section, an outlook for continued research in the area is given.

2 DEFINING DATA QUALITY IN HEALTHCARE

The term data quality, as presented in the constituent IS-literature, is mostly characterised as a multidimensional conception for the properties and conditions of data (Abate et al. 1998, Fox et al. 1994, Huh et al. 1990, Redman 1996, Wand & Wang 1996). Though, there is no general agreement how the dimensions of data quality are defined (Wang et al. 1995). As stated by Price & Shanks (2005) four different research approaches for defining quality criteria are employed: empirical, practitioner, theoretical, or literature-based. Empirical research approaches such as that by Kahn et al.
(2002) or Wang & Strong (1996) rely on information consumer feedback to derive quality criteria and then classify them into categories. Practitioner-based approaches such as that by English (1999) are focussed on ad-hoc observations and (subjective) industry experiences and are therefore in some extent criticised for their lack of rigor (Price & Shanks 2005). On the other hand, theoretical approaches originating e.g. from information economics or communication theory are criticised because of being deficient in relevance. Finally, literature-based approaches use literature review and analysis for deriving data quality criteria. There is, however, a fifth approach. As the actual use of the data is outside of the designer’s control, it is crucial to provide a design-oriented definition of data quality that reflects the intended use of the information (Wand & Wang 1996). Thus, in contrast to the other approaches a design-oriented advancement will provide actual guidance to systems designers by helping them to understand the perceived reality of the different stakeholders of the system (Wang et al. 1993), and to identify data deficiencies by mapping the information system state against the real world state (Leitheiser 2001).

As in healthcare the perceptions of the various actors are extremely important to the success of any change effort (Walston & Chadwick 2003), and the boundaries of the organisation where data quality is assessed are hard to define (Lorence & Jameson 2002), the authors believe that a design-oriented approach is required to ensure both relevance and scope. Reviewing the actual literature in the area shows that little has been published so far (cf. Table 1). Therefore it is the aim of this paper to provide a design-oriented artefact in form of a conceptual model for helping systems designers of HIS to comprehend the complex relations and interdependencies between the elements that need to be (re-)engineered both technically and organisationally, in order to improve data quality of healthcare organisations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Practitioner-based approach</th>
<th>Empirical approach</th>
<th>Theoretical approach</th>
<th>Design-oriented approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With healthcare focus</td>
<td>(Agarwal 2006)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(AHIMA 1998)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Alshawi et al. 2003)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Colin et al. 1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Davidson et. al 2004)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Gendron &amp; D’Onofrio 2000)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kelley &amp; Hurst 2006)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Leitheiser 2001)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With IS focus only</td>
<td>(Ballou &amp; Panzer 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(English 1999)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kahn et al. 2002)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Price &amp; Shanks 2005)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Redman 1997)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Wand &amp; Wang 1996)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Research approaches used for deriving data quality criteria of IS.

1 Since the literature-based approach to quality is generally not used alone but rather as support for one of the other approaches, only the four relevant approaches are shown in the subsequent table.
3 DESIGN-ORIENTED RESEARCH APPROACH

While natural sciences try to explain and predict behavioural aspects of the reality (e.g. of people or organisations) by developing and verifying theories (March & Smith 1995), design-oriented research aims the building and evaluation of innovative artefacts, in order to extend existing capability limitations (Hevner et al. 2004). Artefacts represent the actual results of a design process. They can be characterised as constructs, models, methods or implementations (March & Smith 1995). As the design process is usually initiated by a “need and require intention” (Purao 2002), design science is considered a problem-oriented approach. Depending on the problem area, requirements to the artefact can be specified which influence the construction process and the result itself. In order to ensure the quality of the new artefact, the production process consists of the two iterative steps: build – describing the actual construction of the artefact in a transparent and traceable way, and evaluate – consisting of activities to prove innovativeness and ability to solve the addressed problem (March & Smith 1995). In this paper the authors focus on the discussion of the construction process (build) and the resulting artefact, keeping in mind that further evaluation activities have to be conducted.

Starting point for the construction of the proposed conceptual model is the so called “Core-Business-Metamodell” presented in Österle et al. (2007) which is considered a general and industry-independent approach to structure the (re-) engineering of businesses on a meta-level. The underlying understanding of business engineering consists of models and methods which enable change processes by combining knowledge e.g. from business studies, change management or systems engineering (Österle & Winter 2003). In contrast to concepts that solely focus on technical, cultural, behavioural, strategic or organisational aspects (e.g. Brunsson & Olsen 1993, Champy 1995, Kotter 1997 or Müller-Stewens & Lechner 2005), business engineering extends those limitations and provides a holistic as well as detailed framework to integrate the various perspectives and activities of analysing, (re-) designing and implementing structural changes in organisations.

As the problem of poor data quality in healthcare is strongly influenced by organisational, behavioural and strategic issues, the business engineering framework provides a comprehensive foundation to address all relevant aspects within the constructed conceptual model. This model representing the designed artefact is based upon the Unified Modelling Language (UML) class diagram concepts (cp. Jacobson et al. 1999) and describes the types of objects in the system and the various kinds of relationships that exist among them. Rectangles build the main building-blocks of the model representing (tangible and intangible) things and persons. A line with a solid arrow head depicts an association relationship between two objects (e.g. uses, conducts), an outline arrow depicts a specialisation relationship (e.g. is-a, has properties-of), a line with a rhombus depicts an aggregation relationship (is-part-of).

4 CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE HEALTHCARE DOMAIN

Within healthcare, there is a long-standing practice of including data beyond the traditional boundaries of the organisation (Scott 2002). Furthermore, in order to provide optimal health services the requirements of both, internal and external information consumers must be recognized (O’Riain & Helfert 2005). For systems designers of HIS it is therefore important not only to understand the internals of the own organisation but also the environment in which the organisation is acting. Hence, the authors differentiate two perspectives for analysis: an inter-organisational and an intra-organisational-view (cf. Figure 1). The intra-organisational view provides a set of elements, and the describable relationships among them, which are needed to explain the own organisational reality. On the other hand, the inter-organisational view contains all elements needed to depict the boundaries of the organisation.
Figure 1 Conceptual model of the healthcare domain on the basis of (Österle et al. 2007)
4.1 Inter-organisational view: Defining boundaries

In healthcare an organisation is engaged in utilising resources in order to create health outcome and other benefits for its multiple constituents. Thus, for delineating the inter-organisational context, stakeholder theory is applied which is based on the obvious fact that the activity of an organisation involves the collaboration, both voluntary and involuntary, active and passive, of numerous and diverse constituents (Post et al. 2002).

Following this understanding, the healthcare market is formed by multiple stakeholders who offer and/or consume different kinds of market services. These services can be composed of internal and external service components and normally are provided through a specific cooperation channel, e.g. physically by a general practitioner, electronically on a health information portal.

The proposed model distinguishes four different types of stakeholders: customers, competitors, suppliers and government/community (cf. Table 2). In healthcare, the same people and organisations often act in many different roles at the same time which can very often change over time (Silverstone 2001). For instance, a general practitioner may be the responsible for a referral (e.g. referral of a patient to a specialised hospital for surgery), the service consumer (e.g. receiving further education at a university hospital), and the payer all at the same time. All these different players of the healthcare sector by definition have multiple goals and priorities. Frequently, these priorities may conflict (Walston & Chadwick 2003). As the same situation can be viewed differently by the different actors (Checkland 1999), it is important to include all their considerations when designing the system. As the focus of the inter-organisational view is on depiction of the interdependencies from a network perception (i.e. the network in which a healthcare organisation is involved), employees are not considered as stakeholders in this perspective. But they play a major role when considering the intra-organisational reality.

Special attention also has to be paid to the regulatory setting of the healthcare market. It is crucial for systems designers to understand the extensive network of regulations that may affect the design and how and by whom those rules are enacted, modified, and applied (Herzlinger 2006).

A good way for simplifying the complex relationships of the inter-organisational context is by extending the model with further helping elements. For example customers with more or less the same needs and interests can be resumed to a costumer segment. This is, however, also possible for the other types of stakeholders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sub-type</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Interests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>customer</td>
<td>service consumer</td>
<td>patient, general practitioner…</td>
<td>fast convalescence…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>payer of service</td>
<td>patient, insurance company…</td>
<td>low costs…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>responsible for referral</td>
<td>general practitioner, medical specialist…</td>
<td>integration in treatment…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competitor</td>
<td></td>
<td>general practitioner, other hospitals…</td>
<td>reputation…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supplier</td>
<td>supplier of goods</td>
<td>pharmaceutical company…</td>
<td>sell products…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>supplier of services</td>
<td>laboratory, medical specialist…</td>
<td>sell services…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>supplier of information</td>
<td>general practitioner, web portals…</td>
<td>integration in treatment…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>government &amp; community</td>
<td></td>
<td>ministry of health, patient interest group…</td>
<td>increase quality…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Example of a grid pattern for stakeholder analysis
4.2 Intra-organisational view: Understanding internal needs

As the “Core-Business-Metamodell” of Österle et al. (2007) is an industry-independent approach to depict reality, the differentiation of organisation types is a key extension of the presented conceptual model. According to Gendron & D’Onofrio (2000) the healthcare sector consists of three different organisation types: for-profit organisations (e.g. pharmaceutical corporation), mixed organisations (e.g. health maintenance organisation), and non-profit organisations (e.g. public hospital). “While each of the three types participates in the delivery of healthcare services, each is somewhat unique in its orientation” (Gendron & D’Onofrio 2000). Hence, the different types of organisations have dissimilar target systems (cf. Table 3). Based on the work of Kaplan & Norton (1992) a target system of an organisation consists of multiple targets or goals for which success factors can be derived, and which in turn can be measured by performance indicators. For every performance indicator an explicit target value is defined.

Zelman et al. (2003) argued that although health care organisations have faced many of the same implementation issues as organisations in other industries, healthcare organisations also have had to meet some unique challenges in adapting the balanced scorecard approach. For example, “medical staff relations and quality of care are important attributes of hospital performance that can be difficult to measure, interpret, and compare” (Zelman et al. 2003). A clear definition of the target system is therefore one key for success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Target systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for-profit organisation</td>
<td>pharmaceutical company, private hospital, general practitioner…</td>
<td>produce corporate intelligence and goods for individual consumers</td>
<td>e.g. Consortium Research Indicators of System Performance CRISP (Bergman 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixed organisation</td>
<td>health maintenance organisation, nursing home…</td>
<td>produce private goods for individual consumers and government programs</td>
<td>e.g. Health plan Employer Data and Information Set HEDIS (Kenkel 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-profit organisation</td>
<td>university hospital, public health agency…</td>
<td>produce intellectual property and public goods</td>
<td>e.g. patient care reports (Lowe &amp; Baker 1997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Example of a grid pattern for analysis of target systems on the basis of (Gendron & D’Onofrio 2000)

In most cases the target system exerts an influence on the organisational structure of a healthcare organisation. The organisational structure itself consists of organisational units (e.g. departments, clinics, centres), employees with defined job positions (e.g. surgeon, nursing auxiliary, administration) and roles (e.g. surgical first assistant, anaesthesia assistant, radiation therapist) performing specific tasks at different locations (e.g. in-house, off site). These tasks normally can be consolidated to business processes.

Organisations typically prescribe how their processes have to be performed; especially those processes that represent complex routine work, that involve many persons and organisational units and that are in general frequently performed (Vassilacopoulos & Paraskevopoulou 1997). Business processes can be defined as sets of partially ordered and coordinated tasks (and thereof deduced atomic activities or functions), often cutting across functional boundaries within organisations, by which organisations accomplish their targets (Curtis et al. 1992, Leymann & Altenhuber 1994). The total of all business processes builds the process organisation.
Davenport & Short (1990) define two important characteristics of business processes:

- Business processes have customers; that is, processes have defined (process) outcomes, and there are recipients of these outcomes. Customers may be either internal or external to the organisation.
- Business processes cross organisational boundaries; that is, they normally occur across or between organisational units. Processes are generally independent of formal organisational structure.

An increasing number of processes within and between organisations are supported by computer-based information systems (Riempp & Gieffers-Ankel 2007). Computer-based information systems consist of hard- and software components, using data and procedures to process and disseminate information (Laudon and Laudon 2002). Software components which in total aim at supporting a specific part of a business are called applications. Typical applications in healthcare include business software, medical software, and educational software.²

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In the recent past, most efforts to improve information and data quality in healthcare are made on a rather technical perspective focussing on the standardisation of the exchanged data of applications (e.g. Health Level 7, DICOM, ICD-10). In healthcare there is, however, a demand for person-to-person interaction for collaborative diagnosis, treatment assessment, planning, and decision making (Avison & Young 2007). Therefore a much higher integration between strategy, processes (especially those which cannot be automated), and the supporting information systems of the different actors is needed.

In this contribution it was argued that in order to improve data quality in healthcare a holistic, design-oriented approach is needed. While empirical- and practitioner-based approaches only provide ex post support for deriving quality criteria of information systems, the proposed design-oriented approach gives actual guidance to systems designers by helping them to understand the perceived reality of the different stakeholders of the healthcare sector. The proposed model certainly also can be used as a basis for comprehensively document not only the actual but also the as-is situation. On this foundation, potential weaknesses within and between organisations can be identified. The successional prioritisation of deficiencies provides further potential starting points for innovations and helps to structure complex transformation projects.

However, the approach taken in describing and analysing the healthcare domain depends critically on how and to whom the related questions are being asked. To facilitate the analysis two distinct views are differentiated. Whereas the inter-organisational view contains all elements needed to depict the boundaries of a healthcare organisation, the focus of the intra-organisational perspective is rather on the inner organisational reality. Based upon the work of Österle et al. (2007) a total of 44 design elements were identified to depict both, the inter- and intra-organisational view.

As the conceptual model presented in this paper is still research in progress, future work should be directed at empirically validating the proposed elements and their dependencies. Furthermore, it is certainly helpful to extend the presented insights with other fundamental research such as formal ontologies or systems theory. According to the design-science research guidelines proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) the following activities should be undertaken in the further research (cf. Table 4).

² For a systematic overview of medical and health specific applications see (van Bemmel & Musen 1997 or World Health Organization 2006).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>Proposition of actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Research as an artefact</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Problem relevance</td>
<td>Conduct workshops with selected healthcare professionals in order to investigate the comprehensibility and benefits of the proposed artefact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Design evaluation</td>
<td>Survey a sufficiently large number of healthcare organisations (e.g. insurance companies, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies) with a view to testing the proposed conceptual model regarding validity, completeness and consistency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Research contributions</td>
<td>Develop feasible methods and tools to help systems designers to adopt the model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Research rigor</td>
<td>Refine the proposed conceptual model based upon a sound theoretical basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Design as a search process</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Communication of research</td>
<td>Present further insights to health-, management-, and technology-oriented audiences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4  Proposition of further research activities**

To enable developers to use the proposed model, they need advice how the 44 design elements and their relations influence the design of HIS and how the conceptual model can be instantiated for their individual purposes. This is another crucial task for further research in that field, in order to achieve acceptance in practice.
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